December 7, 2012

Calculating the Square of a Circle without Pi
Two new formulas are presented in the following examples:
Area = (( Cos 27.597112635690604451732204752339 ) x Diameter ) Squared
Circum. = (( Cos 27.597112635690604451732204752339 ) x length of square's side ) x 4
The 55.194225271381208903464409504677 degree Angle of Squaring Radii (ASR) refers to
the lower vertex of the downward pointing isosceles triangle. The top horizontal side of
this triangle is a portion of the top horizontal line of the circle's square.
The right half of the ASR is the angle of focus for this trigonometry:
55.194225271381208903464409504677 x .5
= 27.597112635690604451732204752339
( the cosine angle )
= 0.88622692545275801364908374167057 ( the cosine ( Radial Pi or rPi )
= half of the square root of Pi )
Given: Diameter = 2,000,000,000 units; Radius = 1,000,000,000 units.

After each calculation, the same calculation using Pi is shown for comparison:
New formula to calculate the area of a circle without Pi:
A = (( Cos 27.597112635690604451732204752339 ) x Diameter ) Squared
A = 0.88622692545275801364908374167057
x 2000000000 = 1772453850.9055160272981674833411 squared
= 3141592653589793238.4626433832795
= 3141592653589793238.4626433832795 ( A = Pi x Radius squared )

New formula to calculate the circumference of a circle without Pi:
C = (( Cos 27.597112635690604451732204752339 ) x length of square's side ) x 4
C = 0.88622692545275801364908374167057
x 1772453850.9055160272981674833411 x 4
= 6283185307.1795864769252867665585
= 6283185307.179586476925286766559 ( C = Pi x Diameter )

Diagram 1 – An Inscribed 8-Pointed Star
The red right triangle, which represents half of the ASR, is the focus of the
preceding calculations. This star design emphasizes the 45-, 135-, 225- and
315-degree lines which facilitate easier analysis of the geometry.

“Two points on a circle may exhibit triangular relationship.”

Diagram 2 – ASR-Related Right Triangles
These Pythagorean triangles inspire further exploration since squared circles
are reflections of precise measurement – not of universe phenomena.

“A geometric object without a point needs no discussion.”

Diagram 3 – A Case for Proof
Having a 1000-units square, this squared circle includes lengths reflecting
the square root of 2 and the square root of Pi with ASR-related Pythagorean
triangles, teasing: “Why is it impossible to prove that a circle is squared?”

“Geometry may be considered the study of possibilities in
a universe often constrained by premature opinion.”

Diagram 4 – Colorful Patterns
This diagram illustrates the value of repeating patterns when searching for
clues about the geometry. Patterns in contrasting colors highlight geometric
objects and connection points which are easily noticed by the mind.

“Regarding squared circles, many will ask ‘What’s the point?’”

Diagram 5 – Geometry as Art
This colorful diagram is both geometry study and design (portions of lines
were removed for artistic presentation). This collection of geometric objects
was constructed to showcase symmetry of squared circles. Of the 13 circles
displayed, 4 are squared and 7 have the same diameter length.

“A tangent is a straight line leading to interesting places.”

Diagram 6 – A Second Case for Proof
In this 1000-units diameter circle, vertical line of red triangle is
443.113.. units (equals 1/4 square root of Pi x 1000), base of green
isoceles trapezoid is 886.227.. units (equals 1/2 the square root of
Pi x 1000 and equals one side of the square of the circle), small
circle around red right triangle is 564.189.. units, one side of the
trapezoid is 707.107.. units (equals 1/2 square root of 2 x 1000
and equals one side of an inscribed square within the circle).

“The journey may be more important than the destination …”

Diagram 7 – Square Circles Club 707
“707” refers to the two 7s around the magenta circle at the top of this design
and to half of the square root of 2 (0.7071067811…). Half of the square root of
Pi (0.8862269254 ...) is nearby in this seeming three-dimensional design.

“… but the destination may be the reason for the journey.”

Diagram 8 – The Original Concept
This design is reflective of the ‘wiggly numbers’ in such geometry: when two
identical squares are inscribed within a circle at precise locations, the eight
points on the circle where its square must be drawn are also identified …
but only 2 points are needed: one for a corner of each inscribed square.

“A secret shared is an oxymoron,
but a pattern recognized contradicts not.”

Diagram 9 – Proportional Pythagorean Triangles
On a foundation of three squared circles, the three right triangles within the
two largest circles at the top maintain proportion: the ratio of the adjacent
side of each triangle to its hypotenuse is half of the square root of Pi
(0.8862269254...), suggesting meaningful partnership of two values:
the square root of 2 and the square root of Pi.

“Belief is a nurturing precursor to discovery …”

Diagram 10 – A Resting ‘T’
The ‘T’, inscribed in this circle having a diameter of 15 units, has a vertical
line of 10 units and a horizontal line of 14.14213562... units. This geometry
provides a vertical green line that helps identify the correct angle (longer
magenta lines in ‘V’ shape) for the intersection of the largest blue circle,
visually “squaring the circle”. The nested ‘V’ design to the right shows
another method of line trisection (horizonal magenta line on top).

“… and discovery is a validation of belief.”

Diagram 11 – Angle Trisection
“Three pennies on an arch” was the original concept that coins could be
aligned to cause the trisection of an angle. That summer of 2008 experiment
did not give birth to a solution to this geometry challenge. However, this
revised drawing using three concentric circles enhances the concept.

“Infinite universe triangulation requires a trinity locus.”

Diagram 12 – Three Pennies on an Arch
The geometry concept in Diagram 11 is presented here as design and may
bestow trisection wisdom: one has to focus a wish first (the green circle)
before tossing the penny into the well (the circle in the vertex). If your coin
lands perfectly in the well (fits in the vertex) and your wish is honorable, it
may be granted by the well keeper ... when the time is right.

“As above, so below.”

Diagram 13 – The Unifying Regular Heptagon

“If 10 is reflective of the material universe
and 7 is reflective of the spiritual,
3 is reflective of their trinity union.”

Diagram 14 – Heptagon Symbolism
The apparent 4/3/2 foundation of the regular heptagon seems to reveal a
universe energy associated with the Pythagorean music scale, energy that
inspires a more cosmic consideration of the 432 Hz “perfect pitch”.

“The mysteries of complex relationships are often revealed
during persistent observation and reflection.”

Diagram 15 – dCube or not dCube?
This might be the easier way to double the volume of a cube the hard part is remembering what you were trying to do.
Need more enlightenment? Illuminate the lamp.
The solution may become as clear as a crystal ball
when revealed by this geometric luminescence.

“Universe realities may persist without proof
yet enlighten with undeniable brilliance.”

Diagram 16 – Geometry QSL
A recent transmission on the Squared Circles Network:
"Can you hear me now?"

“The voices of eternity may be heard in the silence of the universe.”

Diagram 17 – Parallel Dimensions

“In my Father’s universe and in mine are many abodes.”

The Short Story of Pivot Pi
Long, long ago ... (How long ago? Remember the charming era of Bedrock,
Fred & Wilma, Barney & Betty and their families? About that time.)
Pivot had not yet finished high school, but was anticipating college
(college was going to be invented soon). Until the local economy took a
dive, students found plenty of summer employment at the Bedrock Wheel
Grinding Factory. Here, Pivot was always causing trouble with his lengthy
dissertations about his new ideas - management preferred that he stay
focused on their sole business: precision wheel grinding.
The following day, after a long night of sketching his latest idea, Pivot
presented the concept to his supervisor. "Sorry, Pivot" responded his
supervisor. "Our company has been grinding popular circular wheels for
years. The colors of your new wheel design are great! And Marketing will
appreciate the design symbolism of the ancient square wheels. But
management will laugh at the dark blue outline of rock that still must be
ground from the wheel!"
Pivot suddenly knew that his supervisor was not educated enough to
understand his design. "What are those strange, half-square shapes?"
asked the supervisor. "They're triangles!" explained Pivot. "And they
rotate around a central point in the design, called a 'pivot' (this is when
Pivot was given his nickname)." "Triangles, pivot, rotate ... ?" mumbled his
supervisor. "A wheel needs to be simple, sturdy and round … and not one
with moving parts!" he insisted.
Pivot had hoped to continue his explanation to the point of including the
brand new concept of "Pi". He should have known better - later, when he
attempted to explain Pi to other members of management, his nickname
was quickly shortened to "Pi" by his many detractors. "No one needs to
know how to 'square a wheel' once it's been ground into a circle!" they
often bellowed.
Of course, this story is missing important details of Pivot's fascinating
adventure, but the conclusion may be obvious by now: Pivot had sketched
a design for a manual tool to "square a circle". In Pivot's design, the green
and magenta triangles rotate around the center pivot. Four identical
spacers are carved to fit exactly between the four open spaces separating
the points and corners of the triangles.

When the two green and magenta triangles are positioned correctly, the
points on the circle for its square are identified exactly (and the necessary
straight lines had already been invented).
Unfortunately, Pivot couldn't get a patent on his invention (patents hadn't
been invented yet) and he later discovered that his tool was not required
by scores of engineers - they just needed to know the precise angles,
which were easily transferred by sketches, knotted string and twisted
animal hair. Here’s a modern reconstruction of Pivot’s design:

Pivot’s Conceptual Geometry
Both magenta and dark blue circles are squared, ASR angle = 55.194...
degrees, paired colored lines within the inner circle (diameter = 1000
units) have equal full or half lengths, outer circle’s diameter = 1128.378…
The light blue line, at 62.403… degrees, effectively squares the circle.
Not proof of a squared circle, but a new concept of Pi.

Influence of Manton Drove: Pac Mate!

The problem with a squared circle may not be that it's impossible to create.
The problem may be that its toy box is stuffed with geometry and is nearly
impossible to open. Once we open the toy box, we may not be able to stuff all
of the toys back in - the only impossibility of a circle once squared.

“The pursuit of truth requires the independence of pursuit.”

House of Squared Circles
Stopped at 2:22, the clock at the entrance is correct twice a day: digits equal
to the cube root of 8 (the number of points connecting a circle to its square).

In the House of Squared Circles, a Pythagorean triangle may observed in
intimate association with a circle and a square, suggesting universe intent.

Enigma of Karotumus
Known to exist by aficionados of squared circles, species Quadrilateral was
finally observed in a dusty blackboard jungle along Route E25. This unique
Quadrilateral, named Karotumus, is clearly identified by its juxtaposition of
two dimensions: 1/2 the square root of Pi and 1/2 the square root of 2.
Karotumus quickly disappeared into the jungle, having immediately sensed
the awakening, defensive neuronal waves of the challenged mathematicians
who have long proven that this particular Quadrilateral could not exist ...
in a dusty blackboard jungle or anywhere else in the known universe.

Once upon Barbury Hill …

… the alignment of 2012 was forecast.

Pythagorean Articulation

This articulated design identifies significant geometric lines in a squared
circle. And it highlights the fact that only 8 points on a circle (even fewer with
simple geometry) must be known to square a circle. The red right triangle near
the top alludes to the trigonometry that confirms this 21st century concept.
Geometry humor: When asked to summarize his lengthy articulation of the
geometry of a squared circle, Pythagoras winked and blurted "My Pi, My Pi".

Life Force of the Universe
A living example of the life force of the universe resonating in a symbolic
Tree of Life. The cut leaf, now decayed, gave birth to the bulb at its base,
from which new growth appeared 6 months after the leaf was placed in water.
Two years later, this growth faded away and a stalk with 4 leaves appeared.

“In the circles of life, the end is a beginning.”
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